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About This Game

You are Miles King, an investigative journalist visiting your grandfather in the Old Ways nursing home. It just seems like a
normal visit until your grandfather hands you a knife and asks you to look into the strange occurrences going on in the building.
What will you find in the depths of Old Ways? What's the mysterious owner, Matthew Blackstock, up to? Dive in and find out.

Azurael's Circle: Chapter 3 is a horror-mystery adventure game. Explore the Old Ways nursing home and speak to the various
residents to learn the secrets and answers within the nursing home. Use the items you find to further your search and solve

puzzles unravel the plot.

This is the third act in a planned series of stories following a series of events surrounding Azurael. This chapter starts to link the
series narrative more than ever and bridge the gaps between the games.

Features

Investigate Azurael's influence over the Old Ways nursing home.

Solve new puzzles to progress and piece together the truth.

Six different endings to find throughout.

Discover many other secrets.
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The city is beautiful, the gameplay is awful.. It's Dream Theater, goddammit! That should be enough reason to buy it already!. I
really wanted to like this game. I am a massive fan of boss rush games and this one had an interesting mechanic and great art
design. However, there is one major flaw in its design that makes it unbearable to play. There is no retry button on bosses. This
means that you have to spend at least ten seconds to walk all the way back to the boss, most of the time longer than that. For a
game with bosses that kill you in one hit and are not always clear on how to beat, this means about 80% of the game is wasted
going back to fight the same boss. I am disappointed in this because what is played in the two seconds of actual fighting is fun.
The controls aren't bad and the bosses are unique, but this is weighed down by the fact that you spent an hour playing this game
with maybe five minutes of actual gameplay. If they fix this, buy this game. It really seems like something special, but without
this one feature, it is unplayable.. Combining this particular unit, while very immersion breaking, with the Undead, is a recipe
for incredible success.
Toss poison repeatedly; unless you're using ghouls, your units are immune to poison, and it locking an enemy in combat ensures
consistent damage.
Also solid zone control with an a stellar array of build options for melee or ranged.
I am a fan.. This is the first time I write a review for a game because this was a big disappointment for me. If you are a Paradox
fan like I've been, you will most likely be disappointed with this game.

I would like to start with the positive aspects first, as there aren't many.

______________________________________________
POSITIVE:

+ Nice graphics

Now words needed tbh. The graphic is really pretty and miles better than their aging titles like CK2 and EU4.

+ Combat

The combat in the game is certainly deeper and more dynamic than CK, Victoria and EU (I'm not gonna add HOI because the
combat there is completely different). You can choose the order of attack and battle tactics that will be more important than
having just the numbers.

I believe when it comes to combat, they are on the right track. Hopefully, they will make it more like in "Dominions" where you
can choose where your units should focus and so on. It would be a perfect combination.

______________________________________________
NEGATIVE:

- Poor performance

This was affecting my game, but it has now been addressed with the 1.0.1 update although some people are still experiencing
problems with the FPS.

- Terrible UI interface

 Really terrible interface stuff missing in the menu's toolips, not enough info, terrible provinces & regions interface, polluted
icons and so on. Popup windows with not enough information and so on... This alone deserves its own in-depth criticism and
you can find a lot on YouTube.

- Left out features

Some features that they always had in their other titles are not in this game, for some reason. Things like a ship attachment
button, auto-transport or moving your capital.
*Although I've read somewhere that auto-transport is in the game, but the interface is so bad that I don't even know how to get it
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enabled.

I don't even know what is their random excuse for the lack of change-capital and troops attachment features, oh wait, it is
coming in the next update... because? choices.

- A new and deeper random mana system

Unfortunately this is part of the core of the game and most likely won't be getting removed in the future. It is really sad that they
decided not only to copy it from EU4, but to expand it and make everything costs mana. Bribing? Mana, changing province
policy? Mana, adding a policy? Mana.

Not only that, but to make things worse the system was terribly implemented. Some points are rarely used, like religion and even
military. Everything else in the game costs oratory power (90% of all the actions that cost mana).

It is on a browser game level of mechanics for culture and religion. Get your mana points and convert everyone to your culture,
religion and pop type.

- Gamey mechanics

The game has some terrible random gamey features that they just randomly decided to implement in the name of "balance", like
not being able to ally countries that are not in the same power level and so on. Its almost like they are developing age of empires.

This mechanic is so bad that pretty much makes diplomacy an almost entirely useless feature. This wasn't always there, it was a
decision made during their dev clash events and it completely killed the diplomatic aspect of the game. It is so bad that even a
Total War game has better diplomacy than this and trust me, this is a shameful comparison.

- Trade & Resources

I've mixed opinions about this. It was a great idea to introduce resources, but it was terribly implemented. You can't select a
country you want to trade with and then pick what they or you can or can not trade... no, that is not how it works, it is some
confusing system based on province.

- Intentionally shallow

Religion doesn't do anything, apart from spending mana on a random bonus every few years and giving you happiness penalty
for having people of different religions. But hey, you should have expected this as they said in the dev diaries that religion
wouldn't play a big part... they were serious about that, as it plays no part in the game, at all. Funny enough, I've the impression
that religion will eventually play a big part once it is nicely packaged in a DLC.

But that is not all... you thought religion was shallow? Wait until you see the building system. There are literally only 4 buildings
you can construct... that its. Oh but don't you know Paradox? They flesh-out those features with time and DLC. Eh sorry? Both
EU4, CK2, Stellaris and Victoria had a richer building system while this game has some pathetic 4 option.
_____________________________________________

All in all, I WOULD NOT RECOMMEND THIS GAME.

It is not worth \u20ac40.00, it has a terrible UI, it is extremely shallow and feels unfinished. Playing it at the moment is like
playing a browser game like Travian or Vikings Clash of Clans.
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I have over 700 hours on this game. I loved it. Played from the very beginning. When there was almost no elevation change and
very little anything. Then A15 came out. Friggin amazing. This is when a majority of my hours with friends were spent.
Building, surviving, trying things out. Sure you hit some dull spots but it was fun. A16 came out and added some cool features.
Played more. Then the next one came out, A17. Cool buildings and modeling added but I stop there. Laggy frame rates, one
little cabin middle of nowhere, 27 zombies. I gained a friggin ton of levels. But I found, that is basically what it turned into. A
grind fest. On top of that, the immense huge world, scalewise, went from giant mountains and forests and terrains that gave you
a sense of being in a world to...the scale of the original game. Back like single digit Alpha. I have played maybe 4 hours since
A17 came out. I refuse to play this garbage. I am pretty close to uninstalling this. Go back to 16 and add features that are in 17..
Maps doesn\u00b4t look good and are not fun to play.There are a lot of things everywhere and it is annoying to find important
parts for completing every level.
Also I don\u00b4t like music and sounds in this game.Those workers don\u00b4t have to comment their every move.And it is
annoying that I have to wait for them to get beck home to give them new orders.I can\u00b4t plan my moves further to the
future.
There are a lot of better games of this type than this one.
Don\u00b4t waste your time buying it. Even if it is on sale.. this version of Sherman Hill 2016 will not show up in train
simulator any sujestions on why that would be happening. crash crash that all happends and reset my pc. So this is very very
good i love it but i did not play it at first because there were holes in very human but i got fixed GET IT ITS FUN. terrible just
terrible the audio is cut out the animatons are laggy
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